light.art.technology
Light is fundamental to how we experience the world around us.
It plays a part in everything we see, from the spaces we design to
artworks and people.
We trust our vision so heavily, we rarely question what we see.
Lighting design is about ensuring we have the right light in the right
place at the right time.
newillusions was established to bring an innovative twist to the spaces
we inhabit.
Stemming from a background in theatrical lighting, we’re always on the
lookout for opportunities to enhance our built environments.

focus on the light.

light.art.technology
We believe in bringing art into our everyday lives. Whether that’s
spectacular media façades and concerts or perfectly balanced lights in
a café or bar, there are always opportunities to make things look even
more beautiful.
This is where our foundations in theatrical lighting really come to the
fore. A strong sense of story telling and place making permeates our
work in every day spaces to help set them apart.
We take time to consider how different light sources and colour
temperatures will interact with the surfaces and finishes in a room, how
the transitions from one space to another impact the people within it,
and how fade times help to reveal our surroundings in different ways
when the lighting states change.

lighting: more musical instrument
than mechanical service.

light.art.technology
The technology involved in lighting is evolving every day. Beyond LEDs
and light sources, it’s the control systems and interconnectivity that are
driving innovation today.
We specialise in dealing with the most complex requirements, while
making them easy to use.
Beyond simple illumination, we also specialise in LED screens and
projection systems, with a focus on generative and interactive
platforms that provide constant variation.
We’ll often send our team out to meet with people who have developed
new products and technologies. We love exploring how these can be
incorporated into our concepts.

yes, we’re geeks

primary.focus.areas
Although we started in entertainment lighting, we’ve branched out over
the years and worked on a wide variety of projects.
...and we’re always interested in working on something new.
Iconic Buildings and Media Facades
Theme Parks
Theatres
Malls
Public Realm Spaces and Attractions
Cinemas and Family Entertainment Centres
Galleries
Retail Outlets
Brand Activations
Restaurants, Cafes and Bars
Hotels, Villas and Houses
Offices

independent.current.engaged
newillusions is an entirely independent studio that does not represent any
manufacturers, suppliers, contractors, or other commercial entities.
We undertake all projects on a fee for work basis so that no external influences impact
our designs.
This ensures we are able to provide our Clients with unbiased professional advice
based on their individual project needs and budgets.
We abide by the ethical standard obligations of several leading industry bodies.
In addition, we have formal company policies that require any approaches or attempts
to influence our staff to be reported.

we design based on your needs

independent.current.engaged
Our work is based on current global best practices and standards.
Our staff maintain professional level memberships of key industry organisations and
are involved in various working groups to develop and revise standards.
These organisations include:
SLL - CIBSE Society of Light and Lighting
IES - Illuminating Engineering Society
ILP - Institute of Lighting Professionals
ABTT - Association of British Theatre Technicians
ALD - Association of Lighting Designers
This helps to make sure we’re always providing appropriate advice and working in line
with the latest understandings.

always up to date

independent.current.engaged
We believe in staying actively engaged with lighting communities in all their forms.
We play an active role in Education and Training through our work with The Lighting
Institute, where our founder is the Course Director for Entertainment Lighting.
newillusions also participates in various other lighting activities such as the annual
Ready, Steady, Light event.
Our team often deliver presentations at trade shows, conferences, Lunch and Learn
events, and many other outlets that provide opportunities to educate people about
good lighting.

spreading the word

full.project.lifecycle
We’re able to provide services across the entire project lifespan. From
pre-concept developments and feasibility studies through to post
occupancy monitoring and adjustments.
We understand that different projects often require different levels of
involvement, so we’re as flexible as possible in our approach.
Where possible, we work to the RIBA Plan of Work model.
We can also provide peer review and expert witness services if requested.

previous.work.record
In various guises, we’ve been involved in a wide range of projects over
the years. Some of our notable local works include:

Expo 2020
Dubai Parks and Resorts
Burj al Arab
Jumeirah Beach Hotel
Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque
Sheikh Zayed Bridge
Wild Wadi
Dubai Mall Aquarium
Lusail Multipurpose Hall
Kapsarc
Al Imam University
City Walk

www.newillusions.lighting
contact@newillusions.lighting
+971.5858.555.69

